Arguably, one of the most important elements of a laboratory test is the reference interval, the values that help clinicians interpret their patients' test results. Interestingly, though, laboratorians spend surprisingly little time formally addressing the issue of reference intervals. Typically, they adopt the intervals given them by manufacturers, neither establishing the intervals themselves nor even verifying the applicability of those intervals to their patients. In addition, for many analytes, conventional reference intervals, values typically representing the central 95% of healthy individuals, have been superceded by decision limits. But, once again, individual laboratories rarely verify that their methods provide accurate values, a requirement if one is to use these decision limits.
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In this communication, I would like to review these three topics in some detail:
1) how laboratories can (and should) establish the accuracy of their values for those tests that have decision limits (e.g., cholesterol, glycated hemoglobin, neonatal bilirubin)
2) how laboratories can (and should) verify the applicability of reference intervals they adopt from other sources 3) how laboratories can establish reference intervals.
Decision Limits
If one were to perform a conventional reference interval study on 120 apparently healthy American adult men, one would find that the central 95% of values would range from roughly 139 mg/dL to 273 mg/dL. [1] At one time, that was indeed the "reference interval" for total cholesterol.
However, based on many studies, culminating in the publication of the NCEP ATP guidelines, [2] we learned that the "typical" cholesterol was not necessarily a healthy cholesterol. Indeed, we learned that apparently healthy individuals whose cholesterols were above 200 mg/dL were at increased risk of coronary artery disease and that, by lowering their cholesterol levels, their risk could be lowered as well.
Thus, the current reference interval, or better yet, decision limit, for cholesterol is 200 mg/dL. This is the value most laboratories use as their "upper limit of the reference interval". But how does a laboratory know that its cholesterol values are accurate (that is, that they match the values that a certified laboratory would get by the reference method on this same sample)? And that is what they must want -if their values are low by 10 mg/dL or high by 10 mg/dL (just 5%), a large percentage of their clinical samples will be miscategorized, since many samples have concentrations near the decision limit (50 th percentile is 202 mg/dL). [1] Typically, laboratories assess their performance by daily internal quality control samples (for day-to-day precision) and by periodic external quality control (proficiency testing) samples (for comparability to other laboratories). The latter represent samples measured as patient samples but reported to a central agency and compared, typically, to other laboratories using the same methods. Ideally, these results would be compared to "truth", but, unfortunately, external quality control samples are rarely native human serum and, as a result, exhibit "matrix effects". In brief, they act differently from human serum, and different methods may yield different values on these external quality control samples even when they yield comparable results on native human serum samples. [3] Thus, agencies grading external quality control samples typically resort to peer group grading to overcome this problem.
As a result, for analytes like cholesterol, individual laboratories may know that their results agree with their peers, but that does not, in and of itself, insure that their results are accurate. The only way to achieve that level of confidence is to participate in surveys where "matrix-neutral" material (a material that acts exactly like human serum, as, for example, fresh frozen human serum) is used and where results are compared to the reference method.
Fortunately, there are several such surveys in existence, and more will probably follow. [4, 5] Analytes where such surveys are particularly important are listed in Table 1 . What these analytes have in common is that clinicians use national (or even international) guidelines rather than conventional reference intervals (a defined central percentage (e.g., 95%) of an apparently healthy population). In these cases, one cannot compensate for a biased method by having a comparably biased reference interval.
Clinicians assume that all methods are accurate. But the data shows otherwise, as exemplified from data from two recent proficiency surveys from the College of American Pathologists (CAP). The CAP GH2 Survey uses fresh whole blood collected from diabetic patients to assess glycated hemoglobin (A1c) performance. Each sample is tested by the reference method to establish the true value. As shown in Figure 1 , data from a recent glycated hemoglobin survey showed that for one sample, whose true value was 8.40%, more than 50% of reported values were less than 7.9% for one widely-used peer group (method) and more than 50% of reported values were greater than 8.7% from a second widely-used peer group.
[6] Clinicians using these laboratories, if not the laboratories themselves, would be very surprised indeed to know that differences of more than 1% on the same sample are "acceptable" for accreditation purposes. [7] Similarly, to the extent that clinicians are using the recently published clinical practice guidelines for neonatal hyperbilirubinemia, [8] accuracy for this analyte is equally important. The CAP NB Survey includes some samples that are "matrix-neutral" and on which the true value is established by the reference method. On the NB-A 2008 Survey, of 1959 laboratories participating, four methods accounted for 77% of the values on the matrix-neutral sample; with a true value of 21.7 mg/dL, the means of these four methods ranged from 22.2 to 24.1 mg/dL Thus, for the commonly used platform whose mean value was 24.1 (11% above the true value), roughly 50% of the reported values were more than 10% above the true value. [9] Aware of these problems, laboratories can (and should) put pressure on manufacturers to address the issues or change to better (more accurate) methods.
Obtaining Samples from Reference Individuals
Whether one wants to verify or establish reference intervals, one needs to collect samples from reference individuals. Ideally, the individuals should be selected from a reference population using specific criteria, including exclusion criteria (which might include recent surgery, tobacco use, over-the-counter medications, etc.) and partitioning criteria (which might include age, gender, race, etc.). [10] Note that a condition such as pregnancy might be an exclusion criterion for one study but a partitioning criterion for another study.
It is important that laboratories obtain written informed consent from each reference individual, not only to collect samples but also to inform the participants the data will be used to calculate reference intervals.
Once reference individuals have been identified, it is important that pre-analytical factors be addressed carefully before samples are collected and analyzed. Subject preparation (e.g., fasting, physical activity, medication), sample collection (e.g., time of day, tourniquet time, tube type), and sample handling (e.g., clotting time, centrifugation, storage) should all be standardized. [11] With high-quality samples from well-qualified reference individuals in hand, one can proceed with the analytical measurements, which themselves need to be standardized, especially when data from more than one site may be aggregated in order to achieve adequate numbers of samples. Once the measurements have been completed, the data analysis can begin.
Verifying Reference Intervals
When laboratories adopt new methods, they typically validate them extensively in terms of their analytic performance, including imprecision, dynamic range, analytic sensitivity, analytic specificity, and correlation with their current method. When it comes to defining a reference interval, most laboratories, intimidated by the formidable task of doing a formal reference interval study (see next section), simply adopt the reference interval suggested by the manufacturer of their reagents. Although they may perform a cursory review of the intervals, it rarely involves much in the way of formal statistics or actual patient materials.
It turns out that, by collecting samples from just 20 reference individuals, a laboratory can verify that a manufacturer's reference intervals can safely be adopted for its population. [12] This is in marked contrast to the 120 reference individuals typically recommended to establish reference intervals (see next section).
According to current guidelines, [12] if no more than 2 of 20 samples fall outside the suggested reference interval, one can infer that the proposed reference interval can be adopted. If 3 or more fall outside the limits, then one may have a problem, and one would be required to collect more data.
Most laboratories should be capable of collecting samples from 20 reference individuals, so it is surprising how few laboratories actually even attempt to verify their reference intervals.
If more laboratories did so, an interesting opportunity presents itself. If several laboratories, using the same methods, each collected 20 samples, one might be able to pool that data to obtain the 120 samples needed to establish reference intervals. Indeed, one might even have sufficient numbers of samples to evaluate gender differences, age differences, racial differences, etc. This is the idea behind multi-center trials to establish reference intervals. With careful attention to exclusion and partitioning criteria, pre-analytic factors, and analytic methods, one should be able to pool data from many individual sites, thereby greatly reducing the number of samples each site needs to collect. Ideally, quality control samples would be embedded in the trials to insure that each participating laboratory was performing the measurements comparably.
Among its Proficiency Test offerings, the CAP has a "Reference Range Service", [13] which provides something very much along these lines. Table 2 summarizes some of the data we received on two analytes as a result of our participation, which involved submitting observations from just 20 reference individuals. For TSH in particular, we had two reference individuals whose values were outside the manufacturer's reference interval (which, as noted earlier, does not invalidate the manufacturer's reference interval for our use); when our data was pooled with data from other laboratories using the same method, these two individuals' values were, in fact, identified as "not normal".
Even without pooling data, though, it may be possible to generate reliable reference intervals from fewer than 120 points by virtue of using such modern statistical techniques as the robust method. By using robust measures of location (center) and scale (spread), the method does not make any assumptions about the underlying distribution of the data. The method involves somewhat more expertise in computing, but the iterations required can be done in typical spreadsheet programs like Microsoft Excel. The exact number of observations required varies. A more detailed discussion of the method is beyond the scope of this article, but details are available elsewhere. [14] 
Establishing Reference Intervals
For a variety of reasons, the method most often recommended for establishing reference intervals is the non-parametric approach. [15] First, the nature of the underlying distribution of the data does not matter. Second, no statistical expertise is required; one simply puts the values obtained from reference individuals in rank order by concentration (rank 1 is the lowest, rank 2 is the next lowest, etc.), and the central n% becomes the reference interval. In addition, the confidence limits of the endpoints of the interval can similarly just be taken from the data points themselves.
It turns out that 120 observations provide enough data to determine both the central 95% of the distribution and the 90% confidence limits on both endpoints. That is, with 120 observations, rank 3 is the 2.5 th percentile; rank 118 is the 97.5 th percentile; ranks 1 and 7 define the 90% confidence interval of the 2.5 th percentile; and ranks 114 and 120 define the 90% confidence interval of the 97.5 th percentile. [15] For each individual partition (e.g., for gender, for age brackets, for race), one needs 120 observations. (Of course, to prove that one does not need separate reference intervals for different partitions, one must first collect the data for each partition and show that there any differences are not significant.)
Collecting such data is no mean feat, but the absence of such data may have serious consequences, as was reflected in a recent study involving CK. [16] . The authors did an exemplary job establishing reference intervals by the non-parametric technique. All together, they collected data on 1444 adult reference individuals. Exclusion criteria included cholesterollowering drug therapy and strenuous exercise within three days of sample collection. The authors were able to partition their data by gender and by ancestry as they had more than 120 observations in each category. As shown in Table 3 , the authors concluded that the upper limit of the reference interval (97.5 th percentile) ranged from 201 to 841 for their six partitions, roughly 1.6-fold to 4.6-fold greater than the manufacturer's suggested upper limit. Put differently, anywhere from 8% to 62% of their reference individuals would be categorized as abnormally high (>97.5 th percentile) using the manufacturer's reference interval.
Admittedly, few laboratories could do this study on their own, but how many laboratories could have realized there was a problem simply by measuring CK levels on just 20 reference individuals to verify the manufacturer's claim? In my view, we really have no excuse for not verifying, even on a recurring basis, the adequacy of our reference intervals. As noted by the authors of the CK paper, it is humbling to note how many individuals may have been deprived of cholesterol-lowering medications because of poorly-established reference intervals.
Conclusions
Many, if not most, of the methods we use in clinical laboratories are more than adequate from an analytical perspective. In contrast, the reference intervals that accompany the test results on laboratory reports deserve more scrutiny. For those tests where accuracy is important, laboratories should participate in surveys that go beyond peer-group assessment and establish adequate accuracy. For other tests, laboratories should at least verify, with 20 reference individuals, the appropriateness of their current reference intervals. Establishing, as opposed to verifying, reference intervals is clearly more difficult because of the daunting numbers of reference individuals required. But the ability to pool data from several laboratories using the same method and the availability of new statistical techniques may ease the burden considerably.
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